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Awarded as the “Best Enterprise”
by China’s Connected-Car Ecosystem Alliance - TIAA
The Company is pleased to announce that its China joint-venture Global Vision has
been awarded the Best Enterprise by China’s Telematics Industry Application
Alliance (“TIAA”), the largest connected-car ecosystem industry group in China.
Selected out of 500 enterprise members, the Award signifies industry-wide
recognition and validation toward Company’s satellite-based connected-car
multimedia technology and service platform as well as its commercial value, which
will greatly help advance Company’s commercial service launch.
TIAA is China’s largest connected-car ecosystem alliance, created by key
government ministries such as Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
(MIIT), Ministry of Transportation, and Standardization of the PRC, and joined by
more than 500 industry enterprises coming from areas of auto manufacturing, auto
electronic, software, telecommunication, Internet, and information technology. It is
also the prime organization to promote and advance vehicle telematics, intelligent
driving, transportation safety, and technology standards, as well as undertake key
industry projects on behalf of China to converge with international organizations.
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The Company warmly congratulate Global Vision and would like to thank TIAA for
its encouragement and support.
By order of the Board
CMMB Vision Holdings Limited
Wong Chau Chi
Chairman
Hong Kong, 22 February 2017
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